Waukesha Bearings® is a global leader in the design and manufacture of hydrodynamic fluid film bearings. Our products are engineered to provide low power consumption, reduced operating temperatures, and increased reliability and efficiency.

For surface and sub-surface vessels, our designs offer proven reliability and performance. Waukesha Bearings pioneered and continues to supply bearings for the following applications:
- Stern tubes
- Drive systems (main propulsion and shaft line)
- Gearboxes and reduction gears

Our products include:
- Fixed geometry journal bearings
- Tilt pad journal bearings
- Tilt pad thrust bearings
- Combination bearings (journal and thrust)

SYSTEM-BASED, CUSTOM-ENGINEERED
We provide the right bearing relative to your requirements, and the right bearing relative to your system. With extensive engineering expertise and close customer partnerships, we excel at solving complex problems.

You can be assured of our:
- System knowledge and analysis to ensure bearings work properly
- Application of proven designs
- High-quality, precision manufacturing
- Rigorous inspection processes
- Reliable performance predictions

To discuss your critical bearing needs, contact Waukesha Bearings today.

Chase Bussie, Product Manager
C: +1 262 501 2190
cbussie@doverprecision.com
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